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 Told simply without keeps barred, it engages the reader throughout.You will see what is most
precious & most sacred may be the love we share… This love lasts permanently - Susan Squellati
FlorenceThis book is the story of four – an eight-year-old’”" – It tells the real story of the loss of a
daughter to cancer, but you'll find nothing maudlin or self-pitying about any of it. It really is poignant
and thought-provoking." The reader will share laughter and tears with a resilient family and question
at the maturity of Nadia, who started her treatment kicking and screaming and finished it with
maturity beyond her years, accepting and comforting those around her.s experience dealing with
cancer, an 11-year-old sister coping with her grandparents while her mother spends just about any
minute in hospital with her child in dread and anguish, and a father struggling to keep carefully the
family members together.Theft of a Lifestyle is an inspirational reserve. Joan Rosier-Jones, Author
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Thank you for sharing Everyone grieves in their own method and you also are no different.Thanks a
lot for being prepared to share that with us all. The tale flowed and the poem by the end was a
tear jerker. Highly recommend reading this The depth of love Great book cherished it you're a brave
woman, Nadia a gorgeous kid and The Segedin's a "special" family. It had been a privilege getting
allowed into those treasured and personal times.Brenda tells her tale with a gentle contact..'Theft of
a Lifestyle' gives the hint that Nadia was taken too soon..written from the heart.. It's the tale of her
child Nadia who lost her battle with cancer, aged just eight years. It's uplifting. Many thanks for
persisting.Yet the story isn't maudlin.Such a difficult story for a loving mother to inform.. God bless
you all always A must read A beautiful story.Parents who visit Starship Children's Hospital will find
solice here.Uplifting quotes by respected people from background begin each chapter.Written in an
exceedingly engaging, refreshing way, the reader is privy to a genuine account of the ups and
downs of their struggles including Nadia’s emotional highs and lows.Those touched by cancer and
those not.Bless you Brenda for sharing Nadia around.On Kindle.ISBN 9780473277680.In addition,
you captured thus well, what our staff here call “the tumor journey”, with most its ups and downs,
successes and failures, triumphs and heartbreaks.Brian Morris Courageous Real Love Story I have
just finished scanning this book which We could not deposit.DavidCancer Society This is an
inspirational tale in which we start to see the courage of Nadia facing the challenges that Hodgkin’s
disease brings - a kid who grows in maturity beyond her years, and how her loving family
members supported her and coped with their own emotions until the end and beyond. It is indeed a
love story.This book deserves to be read and appreciated by way of a wide audience. It certainly is
not a rose-coloured accounts , and I believe that this gives it a power which is helpful to others who
're going through similar situations. In addition, it is very evident that the family’s strong faith helps
carry all of them through.Brenda, thank you so much because of this. Your courage has helped me
in coming to terms with my wife Alison’s ongoing struggle with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.. xx Any
parent of a kid with cancer will be helped by this beautiful book Congratulations to graduate Brenda
Segedin, whose first publication has been published. The small changes to the book make it
extremely ‘readable’ . First, due to the poignancy of your story. Needless to say, knowing so many
of the “characters” made it special anyway, but it was common in its message.
9780473328443.And, you have already been able to provide readers on a similar journey with
practical assistance, recognition of how they will experience, and how they can cope.Finally, on a
professional level, I was impressed with the grade of your writing – if that’s everything you can
produce simply because a first time author, I better put my name down for another one. Well
performed! To create this book and share the knowledge of losing a kid is amazing but then you go
a step future. I was shifted to tears by the honesty of Brenda as she tells of her journey with Nadia,
Vianney, Louis and the extended family.
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